
Visit www.7shifts.com 
or call toll-free (888)-979-5877

Request a demo
with our team today!

Predictive your future labor 
needs with 99% accuracy.
No crystal ball required.

Perfect labor, perfect schedules. 
Here’s how 7shifts predictive 
scheduler helps restaurateurs:

Control your labor costs with precision and 
automatically create staff schedules with the
7shifts Predictive Scheduler.

Take the guess work out of enterprise labor 
management & optimization by using sales 
and labor data from your POS to create 
fforecasts and schedules that hit or exceed 
your labor targets every time.

Quickly generate schedules that are 99% 
labor accurate, every single time.

Predictive schedules factor in availability, 
overtime, skill level and preferred hours - 
meaning happier, more engaged staff.

Contains a real-time log of changes made to 
scschedules so managers know if shifts were 
altered.

Provides managers real-time push 
notification alerts to alert when over-staffing 
or under-staffing is happening.

PProvides a simple interface to review 
predictive schedules and factor in one-off 
events that will impact labor needs.

“We wanted to support our cafe manager with an easy scheduling system and get ROI 
with reduced labor costs.  7shifts has helped our businesses run better with 
automated scheduling tools, reduced our labor costs and empowered our head 
office with the data and oversite we need to support our stores.”

 — Jacob Chaney, District Manager, Panera Texas/ The Cain Holding Group



Enterprise

Trusted By:

Visit www.7shifts.com 
or call toll-free (888)-979-5877

Get started 
for free today!

Above-store reporting for
restaurant leaders & executives

How Enterprise Dashboard can benefit your business:

Accelerate your 
enterprise reporting 
today!

7shifts Enterprise Dashboard allows you to track 
your entire restaurant operation in real time 
and provide the actionable intelligence needed 
to identify opportunity and increase 
labor profitability.

Quickly dive into 
the details 

Easily navigate and switch between your 
various location accounts in 7shifts so 
you can review the details of their 
operation and performance.

View per-location or aggregate variances 
from projected values for your sales and 
labor targets. Easily sort between 
location performance to find areas of the 
business that require your attention. 

Sort the data you need 
to take action

Track what matters to 
your organization

Get the oversight you need to monitor 
store health and profitability. Track total 
sales, labor percentage, sales per labor 
hour and overtime for all location by day 
or week and export data as needed.

All your locations 
at a glance

Track your entire operation in real time, 
no matter the number of locations. Get 
aggregate organization performance on 
sales and labor, all in one place.



The world’s best restaurants use 7shifts 
to help reduce their compliance risks:

Visit www.7shifts.com 
or call toll-free (888)-979-5877

Get started 
for free today!

Turnkey labor compliance solutions
for your restaurant operations

No matter the jurisdiction, 7shifts helps you and your 
operators ensure compliance with all city or state 
scheduling legislations now and into the future. 
Get turnkey solutions to enforce compliance and avoid 
penalties, all while improving operations and reducing 
labor costs.

Here is how 7shifts helps restaurants 
stay compliant with labor regulations…

Archive past schedules

7shifts simplifies compliance in 
locales where labor laws require a 
stored record of staff schedules. All 
your schedules, as well as a record of 
every change made to them (and by 
whom), is safely stored in the 7shifts 
cloud.

Enable shift-swaps

Offer the opportunity for employees 
to swap shifts voluntarily; this helps 
you streamline staff communication 
and avoid premiums associated with 
shift swaps in certain jurisdictions.

Ensure mandatory rest

Scheduling legislations can dictate a 
minimum number of hours between 
scheduled shifts. Avoid costly 
compliance penalties receiving 
automatic alerts when you schedule 
shifts too close together.

Run violation reports

Easily access any automated violation 
reports including, clopens and last 
minute schedule changes. Decrease 
your monthly penalty cost by 15% 
and eliminate manager’s time spent 
on labor compliance violations.

Clopen warnings

Create a buffer period for closing and 
opening shifts and receive alerts 
whenever a shift violates your clopen 
buffer period. Eliminate costly 
compliance infractions and and free 
up your management’s time so they 
can focus on running your business.

Last-minute change alerts

7shifts notifies managers of any fees 
incurred by last minute schedule 
changes that violate Fair Workweek 
legislation in real-time. Managers are 
also notified again as a schedule is 
published, preventing costly 
scheduling decisions. 

Enforce schedule shifts

Eliminate unplanned or early 
employee clock ins the easy way. 
Either use 7shifts integrated time & 
attendance platform or integrate 
7shifts with your POS to ensure staff 
only clock in when they are 
scheduled to work, and watch as 
yoyour labor costs decrease.

Enforce & enforce 
custom breaks

Ensure everyone gets a chance to 
relax by scheduling breaks—paid or 
unpaid—in advance, and in 
accordance with your local labor 
laws.

Get real-time OT alerts

Overtime adds up quickly, and the key 
is prevention. The Overtime Alerts 
function in 7shifts notifies managers 
when an employee enters daily/weekly 
overtime, or is at risk of reaching 
overtime hours. Keep your employees’ 
work-life balance in check.
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